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How to Use a BL Touch on the
SainSmart Coreception 3D Printer

The item youmay need:

Download the MKS Robin Nano Firmware
Download the BL Touch Support stl file
Download the MKS Robin Nano repository
Download the MKS Robin Nano source repository

Introduction

Please note these instructions do use open source firmware. As there are a couple of
features that we will use that have not made it to the official release currently. The
primary feature is the use of safe z home that is available in marlin bug fix 2.0. However I
wanted a process that did not require you to compile firmware yourself. So we will be
using the official MKS published and compiled version of the firmware for the MKS robin
nano 35. They have 3 version in theory this should work with all versions that use marlin
2.0.

Step 1

Download a copy of the MKS Robin Nano Firmware with the configuration file needed to
setup the Coreception with BL Touch. If you are want feel free to use the configuration file
provided for any of the MKS or SainSmart firmwares that are based on Marlin 2.0 and
above.

Step 2

You will need a suitable mount for that new BL Touch. SainSmart has provided one. This
mount is actually rather difficult to mount. It is intended to replace the screws that used
to hold the hot end shroud to the carriage with longer m3 screws. And sit between the
hotend mounting plate and the connector mounting plate directly below the stock
extruder mounting location. I will also include a mount that I am working on currently. It is
by no means a “good design” but makes mounting it a touch easier. It’s intended to
replace the cover over the VGA cable location with a new cover with an integrated BL

https://www.mediafire.com/file/bjuqlvcrymt3vfv/MKS_2.0.2_firmware_-_bltouch_z-min_safe_home.zip/file?fbclid=IwAR31JRTQPm_WJMaJdENACrI2irexEzku1WRp6Djk_u4W-JscVZ31w_wtMMM
https://s3.amazonaws.com/s3.image.smart/download/101-91-501/BL_touch_Support.STL
https://github.com/makerbase-mks/MKS-Robin-Nano/blob/master/Nano%20firmware%20v2.x.x/Mks_Nano35_V2.0.2%20Release%20file.rar
https://github.com/makerbase-mks/MKS-Robin-Nano-Firmware?fbclid=IwAR0_DYGhNn-4LM76kWDya2EBgwddwpBXkaVEravkyz2bG_jxJqdkqqoeQvs
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Touchmount. Or any other mount that can be sourced from a variety of sources.

Step 3

Now we install the BL Touch cabling to the board. Flip the printer on its side and remove
the 8 screws holding the bottom cover on. Disconnect the z max and the z min
connectors. You will have to connect 2 cables from the BL Touch to the robin nano board I
highlighted them in the image below. The 3 pin connector is connected brown (to
ground), orange (to 5v), and yellow (to s or signal) to the 3 pin connector labeled BL Touch
yellow box. The white and black 2 pin cable is connected to z-min (z-) white (to s) black (to
ground) also in a yellow box.

Step 4

Now we need to flash our firmware configuration file to the printer. Make sure you have a
micro sd card formatted with fat32. Take all the files in the zip we downloaded in step one
and place on the root of the SD card. Place the SD card in the machine and power it up. It
will begin the update process.
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Step 5

We need to know your X and y offset. This will be based on the mount and location that
use and may be slightly different depending on a number of things. This does not need to
be super precise. This is used essentially by the printer to know when it does a probe of
the bed how that is to be used in relation to the nozzle. If you look at the mount I listed my
offset is x=0 y=-75
a.X offset: -left +right of the nozzle
b. Y offset: -front +behind the nozzle

Step 6

Z offset is the hardest step in the process. This was the part that was the hardest. I tried
several other methods that are listed in other guides. But the part that makes it difficult
on this particular machine is the dual z lead screws. With ABL the bed can actually be a
slope. So this can actually be rather hard with all the existing methods I found. You do
want the left and right sides of the plate to as close to level as you can get them. ABL can
handle a max slope of 5% which is not a lot. I have had decent luck with just moving bed
to level by eye before I do the homing. If you find this difficult. An alternative method
though it’s a little loud. But I have found if you push the bed to the bottom till it is sitting
on the stand offs. This ensures it is level to the machine but because of the behavior of
the machine it always tries to lower the bed when it performs a homing move. So the z
steppers will grind when it does that move. Then perform the operation below.

"I homed the printer went into the move with the probe deployed. Lowered it till the probe
activated (turned red). Noted the z height. Then I lowered the height till the nozzle was the
proper height with a piece of paper. Took the difference of the 2 that is the z offset. I ran
about 5 or 6 print starts. And added or subtracted till it stuck the print just right. I have a z
offset of -.45 and it sticks first time every-time.”

When fine tuning the larger the offset the closer to the bed if it is a little to close shrink the
difference.

If I trigger the probe and it reports 0.200 as the z height on the move screen. Then I move
the bed to a proper paper height for a normal leveling. And it reports the z as -0.700.

That gives me a z difference of -0.900 you can set this through the menu of the printer or
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use gcode.

M851 Z-0.900 (sets our z height)
M500 (saves our z to eeprom)
M501 (Reloads it frommemory to ensure it is currently in use)

Perform a home and ABL from themenu or use G29 command.

Then when you test print if it’s a little to close change it to say -0.700 see if it where it
sticks as you would like it. This might me a little variable depending on the layer height
you are printing at. And the initial layer height. But in general should remain very close.

Step 7

Usage this part is entirely up to you how you would like to use it from here. But this
should get you started. You do not need to perform automatic bed level for every print.
You do need to perform one every time the z lead screws get out of synch. To make it as
easy as possible you can add it to the start gcode in your slicer. Also in marlin performing
a home or G28 tells the printer to not use the bed leveling data you have created. So if you
are using a G28 before you print you will need to either perform a bed level (G29) or you
can gcode to tell the printer to use the stored bed leveling data. This is what I do because
it savesme time at the beginning of the print job. Example of my start code below.

My start gcode simplify3d.
G28 ;Home
M420 S
G1 Z15.0 F6000 ;
G0 X285 Y285 F9000 ;
G0 Z0.15 ; Drop to bed
G92 E0 ; zero the extruded length
G1 X245 E25 F500 ; Extrude 25mmof filament in a 4cm line
G92 E0 ; zero the extruded length
G1 E-1 F500 ; Retract a little
G1 X180 F4000 ; Quickly wipe away from the filament line
G1 Z0.3 ; Raise and begin printing.
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